Telomerase is an RNA-protein complex that includes a unique reverse transcriptase that catalyzes the addition of single-stranded telomere DNA repeats onto the 3′ ends of linear chromosomes using an integral telomerase RNA (TR) template. Vertebrate TR contains the template/pseudoknot (t/PK) and CR4/5 domains required for telomerase activity in vitro. All vertebrate pseudoknots include two subdomains: P2ab (helices P2a and P2b with a 5/6-nt internal loop) and the minimal pseudoknot (P2b-P3 and associated loops). A helical extension of P2a, P2a.1, is specific to mammalian TR. Using NMR, we investigated the structures of the full-length TR pseudoknot and isolated subdomains in Oryzias latipes (Japanese medaka fish), which has the smallest vertebrate TR identified to date. We determined the solution NMR structure and studied the dynamics of medaka P2ab, and identified all base pairs and tertiary interactions in the minimal pseudoknot. Despite differences in length and sequence, the structure of medaka P2ab is more similar to human P2ab than predicted, and the medaka minimal pseudoknot has the same tertiary interactions as the human pseudoknot. Significantly, although P2a.1 is not predicted to form in teleost fish, we find that it forms in the full-length pseudoknot via an unexpected hairpin. Model structures of the subdomains are combined to generate a model of t/PK. These results provide evidence that the architecture for the vertebrate t/PK is conserved from teleost fish to human. The organization of the t/PK on telomerase reverse transcriptase for medaka and human is modeled based on the cryoEM structure of Tetrahymena telomerase, providing insight into function.
TERT | NMR | RNP | medaka | RNA structure T elomeres are the physical ends of linear chromosomes, composed of telomeric DNA and associated proteins. After each round of cell replication, telomeres shorten because of incomplete 3′-end replication of telomere DNA repeats and nucleolytic processing. Telomerase, a specialized reverse transcriptase, is a large ribonucleoprotein that plays essential roles in protecting the integrity of linear chromosomes in most eukaryotic species (1) . Most somatic cells do not contain detectable telomerase activity, and consequently, after 40-60 cell divisions, their telomeres shorten below a critical length [∼12.8 repeats (2) ] that leads to replicative senescence or to apoptosis (3) . Most cancer cell lines, on the other hand, have significant telomerase activity, which continuously replenishes their telomeres and allows them to divide indefinitely; this dichotomy has made telomerase inhibition an attractive target for the development of anticancer drugs (4, 5) . Mutations in human telomerase proteins and RNA cause a number of inherited diseases, such as autosomal dominant dyskeratosis congenita, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, myelodysplasia, and aplastic anemia (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
The telomerase holoenzyme consists of a unique reverse transcriptase protein (telomerase reverse transcriptase; TERT), which contains the active site for nucleotide addition, an essential telomerase RNA (TR), which contains the template for telomere DNA synthesis, and other proteins required for its proper functioning in vivo (11) . TERT is a conserved multidomain protein that usually contains four major evolutionarily conserved functional domains: the TERT essential N-terminal (TEN) domain that interacts with the primer-template duplex (12) (13) (14) , the telomerase RNA-binding domain (TRBD) required for binding multiple sites of TR with high affinity (15) , the reverse transcriptase (RT) domain including the enzyme active site (fingers and palm) where the TR template is located, and the C-terminal extension (CTE) (thumb), which may promote telomerase processivity (16, 17) . The crystal structure of Tribolium castaneum (flour beetle) TERT, which intrinsically lacks the TEN domain, revealed that TRBD, RT, and CTE form a ring. The TRBD domain has highaffinity binding sites for two domains of TR, and the RT and CTE domains bind the template/telomeric DNA hybrid and catalyze the addition of DNA repeats onto the 3′ end (18, 19) .
In contrast to the conserved TERT, TRs are extensively divergent in sequence and length (20) (21) (22) . However, TRs almost universally contain a template/pseudoknot (t/PK), the core domain, and a separate TERT-activating domain, which together bind TERT and are required for catalysis (23) . The t/PK contains three conserved regions: the template, a template boundary element (TBE), and a pseudoknot ( Fig. 1) (24, 25) . In the pseudoknot of mammalian vertebrates (e.g., human), there are three
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Telomerase synthesizes the telomeric DNA at the 3′ ends of chromosomes and maintains genome integrity. Telomerase RNA (TR) provides the template for telomere-repeat synthesis within a template/pseudoknot (t/PK) domain that is essential for activity. We investigated the structure and dynamics of the t/PK from medaka fish, which contain the smallest vertebrate TR, using NMR and modeling. Despite differences in length, sequence, and predicted secondary structure with human TR, the remarkable similarities between subdomains, including one newly identified in medaka, reveal a conserved architecture for vertebrate t/PK. Combining our model of the full-length pseudoknot and information from the 9-Å structure of Tetrahymena telomerase, we propose models for the interaction of medaka and human t/PK with telomerase reverse transcriptase, providing insight into function.
subdomains, the minimal P2b-P3 pseudoknot (P2b-P3 and associated loops J2b/3 and part of J2a/3), P2ab (helices P2a and P2b with a 5/6-nt bulge, J2a/b), and the P2a extension, P2a.1 (Fig. 1A) . The minimal P2b-P3 pseudoknot contains most of the highly conserved nucleotides in the full-length pseudoknot (FL-PK) (Fig. 1) ; most of the nucleotide identities in the other subdomains are not essential for telomerase activity (26, 27) . The solution NMR structures of a minimal pseudoknot from human TR (hTR), comprising the P2b-P3 stems and loops linked in a single strand, revealed extensive interactions between the stems and loops to form successive base triplets, and these tertiary interactions were shown to be important for activity (26, 28) . Biochemical and structural studies have shown that the triple helix is a conserved and essential element of human and yeast pseudoknots (28) (29) (30) . The solution NMR structure of human P2ab (hP2ab) revealed that the bulge induces an ∼90°bend between P2a and P2b. A combined residual dipolar coupling (RDC) and computational analysis (RDC-MC-Sym) showed that the internal loop between P2a.1 and P2a forms an irregular helix of mismatched base pairs and that P2a.1 and P2a are coaxially stacked (31) . However, P2a.1 is not predicted to be present in nonmammalian vertebrate TRs (20) . In vitro telomerase activity assays on P2a.1 have shown that it is important for human telomerase activity and processivity (12, 26) . The minimal pseudoknot, P2ab, and P2a.1 domains were computationally combined to obtain a model of the human fulllength pseudoknot (hFL-PK) domain, which showed that the P2ab bend defines the overall topology of t/PK (31). Modeling of Tetrahymena TR and TERT in a recent 9-Å-resolution cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) map revealed that its smaller t/PK domain encircles the TERT ring approximately perpendicular to its plane, with the template and pseudoknot on opposite sides (32) .
Among the vertebrate species with identified TR sequences, the nonmammalian vertebrate Oryzias latipes (Japanese medaka fish) has the smallest TR (Fig. 1B) (33) . A solution NMR structure of the medaka TR (mdTR) activating domain (CR4/5) and the crystal structure of the CR4/5-TRBD complex have been reported (34, 35) . These structures show that phylogenetically conserved bases interact with the TRBD, suggesting that the mode of interaction is conserved among vertebrates (34) . Based on sequence comparisons, the medaka t/PK domain is predicted to have the minimal pseudoknot and P2ab, but not P2a.1, and its J2a/3 loop is much longer than in hTR (Fig. 1B) . We have investigated the structure of the medaka FL-PK (mdFL-PK) and subdomains using NMR and compared them with hTR. We identified the base pairs and tertiary interactions in medaka minimal pseudoknot (mdPK), determined the NMR solution structure of P2ab, and discovered that in the mdFL-PK the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop folds to form a hairpin that we propose is a cryptic P2a.1. All the base pairs identified in the isolated subdomains are also identified in the mdFL-PK, and a model structure is presented. Comparison of medaka and human t/PK domains shows that, despite differences in sequence and length, the tertiary structures are highly similar, providing evidence for conserved vertebrate TR t/PK architecture. Based on the recent cryoEM structure of Tetrahymena holoenzyme (32), we modeled the medaka and human t/PK on TERT.
Results and Discussion
The Minimal MdPK Has No Bulge and Has an Additional Triple. Previous phylogenetic analysis of teleost fish TRs predicted that the minimal P2b-P3 pseudoknot has the same tertiary interactions as the human minimal P2b-P3 pseudoknot (hPK) but without the single-nucleotide bulge in the P3 helix adjacent to the base triplets (Fig. 1B) (33) . Based on the hPK NMR solution structure (28, 36) , a minimal mdPK construct (mdPK-0; nucleotides 52-82 and 121-140) with the same number of base pairs in P2b (6 bp) and same length J2a/3 (8 nt) was synthesized by in vitro transcription (Fig. S1A) . Surprisingly, the total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) spectrum of mdPK-0 shows evidence of exchange line-broadening, indicative of more than one conformation under the conditions in which hPK forms one dominant conformation (Fig. S1A) . However, if the J2a/3 loop is extended by one C nucleotide (mdPK; nucleotides 52-82 and 120-140) ( Fig. 2A) , the RNA is in a single conformation, as determined by analysis of TOCSY spectra (Fig. S1B) . Analysis of imino crosspeaks in the 2D NOESY spectrum in H 2 O indicates that this stable conformation is a pseudoknot with two stacked stems, a junction Hoogsteen U-A base pair, and loop J2b/3 interactions with P3 to form three U-A-U triplets (Fig. 2B) , as discussed in detail below. An RNA construct with a C nucleotide at the start of the J2a/3 loop and a deletion of one of the seven consecutive A nucleotides (mdPKΔA131) also forms a stable pseudoknot that exhibits TOCSY and imino proton spectra very similar to those of mdPK (Figs. S1C and S2). Based on analysis of these spectra and also on comparisons with hPK and hPKΔU, in which the J2a/3 loop also starts with a C nucleotide, we conclude that the G nucleotide at the start of the J2a/3 loop in mdPK-0 destabilizes the folding of the pseudoknot, likely by stacking on P2b.
The hTR pseudoknot has a bulge U nucleotide adjacent to the three U-A-U triplets; this nucleotide has been proposed to contribute to catalysis (30) . In hPK, deletion of the bulge U177 to form hPKΔU stabilizes the pseudoknot (28, 36) . Sequence alignment between medaka and human TRs suggests that medaka P2b-P3 could form a structure identical to hTR with a bulge A131 (instead of the U nucleotide) and with the CAAA nucleotides at the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop at the same location relative to P2b found in hPK (Fig. 1B) ; however, comparison of the NOESY spectra of mdPK and mdPKΔA131 ( Fig. S3 ) with hPKΔU confirms that medaka has no bulge A nucleotide, because the imino proton resonances for the tertiary interactions have nearly identical chemical shifts (Fig. S2) . Furthermore, the results show that the alignment of the C nucleotide in the CAAA stretch of J2a/3 relative to P2b is not important for stability. In the structure of hPK, only the last two A nucleotides of the J2a/3 loop have hydrogen bond interactions with the minor groove of P2b. Last, we investigated an RNA construct in which A131 was replaced with a U nucleotide (mdPKA131U) (Figs. S1D and S2 ). This nucleotide change should induce a bulge in the position found in human telomerase. This construct also formed a pseudoknot, but the spectra showed evidence for conformational heterogeneity, as expected because of destabilization by a bulge base. We conclude that mdPK (as well as mdPKΔA131) folds into the biologically relevant structure in terms of tertiary interactions, and therefore we investigated its tertiary interactions in detail, as discussed below. These interactions are confirmed by telomerase activity assays using TRs with nucleotide substitutions, presented in the next section. Fig. 2B shows the imino region of the HNN correlation spectroscopy (HNN-COSY) spectrum of 13 C, 15 N-A,U-labeled mdPK aligned with the imino proton region of the 2D H 2 O NOESY. The imino protons were assigned by experiments using sequential NOE connectivities in the NOESY and HNN-COSY spectra (37) , which directly detect hydrogen bonds within Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen base pairs. Analysis of these spectra shows that the uridine-rich J2b/3 loop interacts with the major groove of P3. Specifically, the first four U nucleotides are all involved in Hoogsteen base pairs with J2a/3 (A128) and P3 stem adenines (A129-A131). U58 at the 5′ end of J2b/3 and A128 at the 3′ end of J2a/3 form a Hoogsteen U58-A128 base pair that inserts at the junction between the two stems ( Fig. 2A) . U59, U60, and U61 pair with the A129-U76, A130-U75, and A131-U74 Watson-Crick base pairs, respectively, to form U59-A129-U76, U60-A130-U75, and U61-A131-U74 triplets. These interactions are identical to those observed in hPK. There is an additional unexpected G-G-C triple following the three U-A-U triplets. This triple was identified on the basis of an upfield shifted imino resonance assigned to G62 (Fig. S2 ) and NOE resonances between G62 and its nearby residues (C73, A131, G132, and C133) ( Fig. 2B and Fig. S3C ). The imino of G62 is hydrogen bonded with O6 of G132, forming a G62-G132-C73 base triple adjacent to the U61-A131-U74 triple (Fig. 2C) .
Because the NMR data indicated that almost all the tertiary interactions are conserved between mdPK and hPK, a model structure of mdPK was generated based on hPK without the bulge (hPKΔU177; PDB ID code 2K96), using the mdPK sequence and replacing the hPKΔU177 U-G-C triple with the mdPK G-G-C triple. A comparison of the model mdPK structure and the NMR structure of hPK is shown in Fig. 3 . The central core that forms the triple helix is the same in both RNAs: There are two minor groove triplets (A127-G57-C77 and A126-U56-A78 in medaka) between P2b and J2a/3, three major groove U-A-U triplets between P3 and J2b/3, and a loop-loop Hoogsteen base pair at the junction between the stems formed by the last nucleotide (A128) in the J2a/3 loop and the first nucleotide (U58) in the J2b/3 loop (equivalent to the hPK A173-U99 Hoogsteen base pair). Medaka P3 is slightly longer (11 bp) than human P3 (9 bp plus a bulge U nucleotide), but the J2b/3 loops are the same length, although the sequence is different outside the conserved triple-helix core: Medaka has an extra triple (G-G-C), whereas human has the bulge U nucleotide which prevents the formation of the U-G-C triple observed when the bulge U is deleted ( Fig. 3) (36) . Despite the longer P3 stem, the medaka J2b/3 loop fits smoothly into the major groove. In comparison, human J2b/3 is more kinked, perhaps because of the shorter P3 stem and the slight bend in the helix caused by the bulge U (36).
Effect of Pseudoknot Mutations on Telomerase Activity. To confirm the presence and functional importance of the pseudoknot tertiary interactions observed by NMR for mdPK, telomerase activity was measured by direct assays. Medaka TERT was transcribed and translated in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) in the presence of full-length mdTR containing single-nucleotide substitutions in the pseudoknot (Fig. 4A) (35) . Deletion of A131 has no effect on the telomerase activity ( Fig. 4 B and C), as is consistent with the NMR data showing that the deletion of A131 has no effect on the folding of the minimal pseudoknot (Fig.  S3A ). In contrast, replacing A131 by U (A131U) decreases telomerase activity by half. Analysis of TOCSY spectra showed that mdPKA131U introduces a bulge U adjacent to the triple helix that destabilizes the pseudoknot (Fig. S1D) . Deletion of the bulge in the hPK decreases activity by 50% in vitro (28, 38) . These data support a model in which folding of the pseudoknot is important for assembly (32) , and the relative stability of the folded and partially folded (hairpin vs. pseudoknot) forms might be important (39) . The model mdPK structure shows that J2a/3 nucleotides A126 and A127 interact with the minor groove of P2b, as seen for the equivalent conserved residues in hTR. Replacing medaka A127 by a U nucleotide decreases activity by 80%, as is consistent with the A127-G57-C77 base triple having a role in stabilizing the tertiary structure of the pseudoknot, as previously observed for hTR (39) . Somewhat surprisingly, the results of the medaka telomerase activity assay showed that the C124G substitution decreases activity to 27% of that of WT. Other teleost fish have a U or C nucleotide at this position, and the ΔA131 deletion that has no effect on activity shifts an A nucleotide to this position. There is also an A nucleotide at this position in hTR. Perhaps the G nucleotide destabilizes the interactions of the loop with the minor groove of P2b or in some way interferes with folding of the pseudoknot. The J2a/b sequence is not highly conserved among vertebrate TRs, but it is usually a 5-nt bulge in mammalian TRs. The consensus sequence for the bulge is R 87 Y 78 Y 87 Y 96 Y 87 , where R is purine, Y is pyrimidine, and the subscripts are the per cent in 23 mammalian TRs (40) . In hTR, the 5-nt J2a/b bulge induces a 90°bend between P2a and P2b, thus affecting the overall topology of the FL-PK (31). However, the mdTR J2a/b bulge is predicted to be a 6-nt loop that starts with a C nucleotide (Fig.  1B) . To investigate whether in medaka the J2a/b bulge forms a similar structure and induces a bend similar to that in hP2ab, we determined the solution NMR structure of the medaka P2ab subdomain (mdP2ab). For the structural study, we designed a construct (nucleotides 39-55 and 79-89) that includes P2a, P2b, and the predicted 6-nt J2a/b bulge. The P2a was extended with two additional G-C base pairs to facilitate in vitro transcription, the A52-G82 mismatch in P2b was replaced with a U-A base pair to facilitate resonance assignment, and the P2b was capped by a UUCG tetraloop (Fig. 5A) . A U-A base pair is found at this position in most other teleost fish TR.
The solution structure of the mdP2ab was solved using 802 NOE-derived distance restraints (an average of 22 NOEs per nucleotide), 459 dihedral angle restraints, and 95 RDCs (Materials and Methods and Table S1 ). mdP2ab forms a well-defined structure, except for the loop, with an rmsd to the mean of 1.24 Å for all heavy atoms of the 20 lowest-energy structures. P2a and P2b are A-form helices with an rmsd of 0.16 and 0.37 Å, respectively. The structure shows that A48 and U85 form a base pair at the end of P2b and the C49 inserts between A48-U85 and G50-C84, resulting in a 5-nt bulge (ACUUA) that starts with a purine, instead of the predicted 6-nt bulge (CUUAAC) (Fig. 5B) . Generally, purines tend to stack into a helix, whereas bulge pyrimidines tend to flip out (41) . The nucleotide at the 5′ end of the bulge is well defined, with A43 stacking above P2a U42. The positions of the other four loop residues are less well defined, but all are flipped out of the loop. As shown below, these residues are dynamic on the pico-to nanosecond timescale. The medaka J2a/b bulge introduces a 79 ± 3°axial bend between P2a and P2b (Fig. 5B) , which is similar to the bend angle of 89 ± 3°in hP2ab.
Comparison of the tertiary structures of mdP2ab and hP2ab reveals that, despite the lack of the sequence identity, the overall structure and interhelical angle are similar (Fig. 5C ), suggesting that the bend angle and direction in P2ab is conserved among vertebrates.
P2ab Dynamics Are Similar for Medaka and Human. Previous studies on hP2ab showed that the J2a/b bulge is highly dynamic on the pico-to nanosecond timescale (31) . To investigate whether the bulge in mdP2ab exhibits similar dynamics, the nonexchangeable resonance intensities from non-constant-time 1 H-13 C heteronuclear single-quantum coherence spectroscopy (HSQC) spectra of the mdP2ab were acquired. These data show that J2a/b nucleotides have significantly higher peak intensities than the residues from the helix region, indicating a highly flexible interface between P2a and P2b (Fig. S4) . Among the J2a/b residues, U46 exhibits the most unrestricted motion, and A43 is the least dynamic, as is consistent with its stacking on top of P2a. We also obtained RDCs to characterize interhelical motion that is faster than the millisecond time scale by comparing the degree of order (ϑ) for individual stems (Tables S2 and S3 ). The ratio between the degree of order for each stem, defined as the interhelical generalized degree of order (ϑ int = ϑ P2a /ϑ P2b ), provides a measure of interhelical motions, with ϑ int = 1 corresponding to complete rigidity and ϑ int = 0 to maximum interhelical motion. The determined interhelical motion of mdP2ab (ϑ int = 0.70) is the same as that of hP2ab (ϑ int = 0.69), indicating that medaka and human P2ab bulges are similarly flexible.
Effect of mdP2ab Mutations on Telomerase Activity. We made a series of deletions and substitutions in J2a/b in mdTR to investigate the effect of its sequence and the importance of the bend angle and dynamics on telomerase activity by direct telomerase activity assays. Replacing the 5-nt bulge with the sequence of human J2a/b (GCUCC) decreased telomerase activity only moderately, to ∼76% of WT (Fig. 4) , as is consistent with the findings in human J2a/b that swapping the bulge sequence 5′→3′ or replacement by the sequence from the mouse TR counterpart had little effect on human telomerase activity (26, 42) . Deletion of C49 had a comparable effect (∼71% of WT) on telomerase activity. We also shortened the length of the J2a/b bulge by deleting nucleotides from the center of the bulge. Deletion of residue U45, the central nucleotide in the J2a/b bulge, and of C44 and U45 reduced the telomerase activity moderately, to ∼70% of WT. However, deletion of the entire loop decreased activity to ∼15% of WT; these results are comparable to observations for J2a/b deletions in hTR (31) . Insertion of two additional C nucleotides at the 3′ end of the bulge (+2C), which is expected to increase the interhelical freedom between P2a and P2b, actually increased activity to 130%. A similar increase in activity was observed for this substitution in hP2ab (31) . Overall, these results are consistent with P2ab being required to induce a directional bend in the P2 stem of the vertebrate t/PK. This bend is likely important for the proper association of TR with TERT, but the flexibility of the bend also could be important for conformational changes in the TERT-TR complex during nucleotide addition or translocation.
FL-PK Has the Same Triple Helix as mdPK. To confirm that the structures of the mdPK and mdP2ab subdomains are relevant in the context of the mdFL-PK, we synthesized an RNA containing nucleotides 34-140 comprising the FL-PK (Fig. 4A) and investigated the base pairing by NMR (Fig. 6) . Imino proton resonances with cross-peak patterns and chemical shifts corresponding to those observed for mdPK and mdP2ab were identified, indicating that the structures of these subdomains were present in the context of mdFL-PK ( Fig. 6E and Fig. S5 ).
Previous studies showed that, depending on sample conditions, hPK is in equilibrium with a small amount of a partially folded structure in which P2b-J2b/3 forms a hairpin and the remaining P3-J2a/3 nucleotides are single stranded. We synthesized the two potential hairpins, P2b-J2b/3 (mdP2b; nucleotides 52-82) (Fig.  S6A ) and P3-J2a/3 (mdP3; nucleotides 67-82 and 120-138) (Fig.  S6B) , and investigated their secondary structure by NMR. In hP2b, the U nucleotides in the J2b/3 loop next to P3 base pair to form an extended helix with three U-U base pairs and one U-C base pair (39) . Analysis of the imino proton region of the NOESY spectra shows that mdP2b similarly forms a series of U-U and G-U base pairs that extend the P2b, although their exact arrangement is not determined here (Fig. 6B and Fig. S6A ). In contrast, only the predicted P3 stem residues are base paired in mdP3 (Fig. 6A and  Fig. S6B) . Comparison of the imino proton spectra of mdPK and mdP2b reveals that a small amount of the P2b hairpin is present in equilibrium with the folded minimal PK (Fig. 6 B and C) . Crosspeaks equivalent to those from mdP2b were also present in the spectra of mdFL-PK (Fig. 6 B and D) . Based on the relative intensities, it appears that about 20% of mdFL-PK does not fully fold into the pseudoknot but instead forms the P2b hairpin. Of note, the proportion of P2b hairpin conformation is higher in mdFL-PK than in mdPK, where resonance peaks corresponding to the P2b hairpin are barely above noise (Fig. 6 C and D) . A pseudoknot-hairpin equilibrium was previously observed for the hPK by NMR, and single-molecule FRET studies indicated that in the human t/PK a significant portion of the molecules adopt an alternative conformation to the pseudoknot (28, 39, 43) . These results are consistent with a model in which stable folding of FL-PK requires its protein partner TERT and may take place during catalytic core assembly.
The 5′ Nucleotides of the J2a/3 Loop Form a Hairpin in the Presence of P2a. In mdFL-PK, there are several imino resonances that cannot be assigned to the mdPK and P2ab subdomains or to the minor conformation that forms the P2b hairpin instead of the pseudoknot (Fig. 6E) . Among these iminos, NOE cross-peaks connecting sequential A-U, G-U, and G-C base pairs were observed. We hypothesized that these might arise from base pairing at the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop (G95-C108, U96-G107, and U97-A106 base pairs), effectively forming a P2a.1 hairpin. We investigated this possibility, as described below. P2a.1 has been identified as a mammalian-specific helical extension to P2a (20) . We enzymatically synthesized an RNA comprising the sequence of nucleotides 95-112 from the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop and the adjacent P2a stem (nucleotides 34-38 and 90-94) capped with a UUCG tetraloop, here named "mdP2a1a" (Fig. 7A) . The P2a stem was included to provide insight into the junction between P2a and the putative P2a.1 hairpin, and the four extra 3′ nucleotides (UUGA) after the hairpin were included because U109 and U110 are conserved in teleost fish. Imino resonances corresponding to the P2a stem and the UUCG tetraloop were sequentially assigned from cross-peaks in the NOESY spectrum, and another set of cross-peaks was assigned to iminos from three consecutive base pairs in the putative P2a.1 hairpin (Fig. 7D ). These imino cross-peaks align well with those from mdFL-PK, confirming the formation of P2a in this construct and the putative P2a.1 hairpin assignment in the mdFL-PK spectrum (Fig.  S5) . The P2a.1 sequence (nucleotides 95-108) forms a duplex rather than a hairpin even at low salt; the isolated hairpin is not expected to be very stable, based on mFold (ΔG = 1.1). Formation of a single conformation for P2a1a also required the additional 3′ UUGA nucleotides (109-112) (Fig. S7) . In mdP2a1a, NOE cross-peaks observed between C94H6-G95H8 and C94H1′-G95H8, indicating that G95 stacks on C94, together with the presence of iminos for base pairs at the ends of P2a and P2a.1, suggest that P2a and P2a.1 stack on each other (Fig. S7 ). There are NOEs between P2a.1 (C108H6, C108H5) and 3′ single-strand U109H6 and U109H5, between P2a (C36H5) and 3′ single-strand U110H6, and between U110H5-G111H8 and U110H6-G111H8, together indicating that the 3′ UUGA residues (the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop) are in the major groove of P2a. The 3′ nucleotides apparently stabilize the stacking of P2a.1 on P2a via their tertiary interactions with the P2a major groove.
Only three sequential base pairs were observed in the P2a.1 hairpin, resulting in an 8-nt loop at the end of the P2a.1. No other iminos or evidence for stable base pairs in the loop were observed in the NMR spectra. Our hypothesis is that the conformation of the loop is highly dynamic, excluding the possibility of determining its structure by NMR. To investigate this hypothesis further, we calculated 2,500 model structures of the P2a.1 loop using an optimized stepwise Monte Carlo (SWM) approach within Rosetta developed in the Das laboratory (SI Materials and Methods) (44) . The predicted models of the P2a.1 hairpin (nucleotides 95-108) show that the hairpin loop (nucleotides 98-105) adopts multiple conformations of approximately the same estimated energy (Fig.  7B ). These structures generally show partial stacking of bases in the loop and one or two non-Watson-Crick base pairs. For example, the lowest-energy structure has additional G98-A105 and G99-G104 base pairs, G102 stacks on G104, and the U103 base is flipped out of the loop (Fig. 7C) . The modeling predicts that the isolated hairpin is of low stability (Rosetta energy −10.8), as is consistent with the NMR data on the P2a.1 sequence alone.
A Potential P2a.1 Hairpin in Other Teleost Fish. We examined the sequences of TR in other teleost fish to see if they also could form a P2a.1 hairpin. We found that the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop in all teleost fish could potentially form a P2a.1 hairpin (Fig. S8) . Furthermore, the conserved UU nucleotides (109-110 in medaka) are always at the P2a-P2a.1 junction in the predicted secondary structures (Fig. S8) (33) , consistent with a role in stabilizing the P2a.1 hairpin fold. In the human t/PK model, the J2a/3 loop binds along the P2a, P2b, and P2a.1 stems. The singlestrand length of the human J2a/3 loop (26 nt) is comparable to the number of base pairs (31 bp) within these three stems (Fig. S8) . However, the predicted single-strand length of the medaka J2a/3 loop is 34 nt, significantly longer than needed to span the length of P2 (18 bp). Formation of medaka P2a.1 shortens the length of the J2a/3 loop from 34 to 20 nt, making the distance that medaka J2a/3 loop must span similar to the length of P2. Similar ratios are observed for other teleost fish TRs, with the predicted number of nucleotides in the J2a/3 loop similar to the number of P2 base pairs.
Effect of Mutations in the J2a/3 Loop on Telomerase Activity. We investigated the effect of nucleotide substitutions in the putative P2a.1 and flanking nucleotides on telomerase activity. We made mutations that disrupt the base pairs in the putative P2a.1 stem and made compensatory mutations to restore base pairing. Substitution of nucleotides 95-97, GUU, by CGA or nucleotides 106-108, AGC, by UUG, expected to abolish the formation of the P2a.1 stem, decreases telomerase activity by 57% and 48%, respectively (Fig. 4) . Combining these in a compensatory mutant to re-pair the stem (CGA:UUG) restores telomerase activity only slightly, to 61% of WT. We used the SWM method to calculate the structure of a P2a.1 hairpin in which the stem sequence was swapped (CGA:UUG) and found that it is predicted to be significantly less stable than the WT P2a.1 hairpin (Rosetta energy of −8.0 vs. −10.8 for WT) (Fig. S9) . Therefore the results using the compensatory mutant that repairs the putative P2a.1 stem do not distinguish between single-strand or P2a.1 hairpin formation in the TERT-TR complex. Phylogenetic analysis indicates that U97 is conserved among teleost fish TRs (33) . Consistent with human telomerase activity results, substitution of the GUU sequence (nucleotides 95-97) in the stem upper strand has a larger effect on telomerase activity than the substitution of the AGC sequence (nucleotides 106-108) in the lower strand (26) . Deletion of residues G95-C108, corresponding to the entire P2a.1 hairpin, decreases activity to ∼33% of WT, indicating that these residues, whether single-stranded or hairpin, are important for activity. In human telomerase, deletion of all J2a/3 residues except the conserved AAA sequence at the 3′ end has little effect on activity (27) . Collectively, these results suggest that both the structure and sequence of the 5′ half of the J2a/3 loop are important for medaka telomerase activity and suggest that a P2a.1 hairpin may be formed in the TERT-TR complex.
The sequence of base pairs in P2a.1 is not conserved (26, 42) . Mutagenesis studies have shown that some nucleotide substitutions in human P2a.1 and a C72G mutation associated with aplastic anemia result in a decrease in telomerase activity (26, 42) . The results presented here provide evidence that the 5′ end of the medaka J2a/3 loop forms a P2a.1 hairpin that stacks on the P2a. This conformation is similar to hTR, in which P2a.1 is a linear extension of P2a and there is no significant motion between P2a.1 and P2a (31) . Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that P2a.1 is not just a mammalian-specific domain but is conserved among vertebrate TRs.
Model Structure of the mdFL-PK. A model structure of the mdFL-PK (excluding the single-strand region of the J2a/3 loop) was made by computationally linking the overlapping ends of the P2a1a model structure, the P2ab solution NMR structure, and the P2b-P3 pseudoknot model structure (Fig. 8A ) and minimizing the final model using Rosetta to eliminate steric clashes. This approach was similar to that used to make a model of hFL-PK (31), except in that case the model was refined with Amber. The P2b-P3 pseudoknot and P2a.1-P2a domains are located on either side of the J2a/b bulge, which induces a 79°bend between P2a and P2b, thereby defining the overall topology of the FL-PK. The conserved nucleotides at the 3′ end of the J2a/3 loop interact in the minor groove of the pseudoknot stem P2b. At the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop defined by the P2a.1 hairpin the conserved UU nucleotides (109 and 110) interact with the major groove. Therefore the J2a/3 loop must cross from the major groove to the minor groove at some point. Although not modeled, the J2a/3 loop could cross into the minor groove at the J2a/b bulge (shown as a gray line in Fig. 8A ). hFL-PK has helical regions of ∼50 Å in length on either side of the J2a/b bulge, while mdFL-PK helical regions are ∼60 Å (P2b-P3) and ∼45 Å (P2a-P2a.1), where P2a is ∼30 Å (Fig.  8A) . The bend induced by the medaka J2a/b bulge creates an ∼72-Å end-end distance between P2b/P3 and P2a. The template strand would connect to the G34 at the 5′ end of P2a, at the junction of P2a and P2a.1 (Fig. 8A) . Although the P2ab bend is somewhat larger for hTR (90°) than for mdTR (79°), medaka has a longer single strand (27 nt) containing the template region than human (24 nt). Overall, the mdFL-PK model structure is similar to the model of hFL-PK (Fig. 8B) , indicating that the vertebrate telomerase t/PK is structurally conserved.
Model Structure of Medaka t/PK on TERT. The recently reported ∼9-Å-resolution cryoEM structure of Tetrahymena holoenzyme showed that the t/PK encircles the TERT ring, approximately perpendicular to the plane of the ring, with the pseudoknot on one side and the template on the other (Fig. 9 A and B) (32, 45) . The Tetrahymena TR is smaller than the mdTR (159 vs. 312 nt) overall and has a significantly smaller pseudoknot, approximately equivalent in size to the vertebrate minimal pseudoknot. In Tetrahymena, the t/PK circle is closed by S1, and the TBE is S2 and flanking single-stranded nucleotides, located 5′ to the template (Fig. 9A) . In medaka, P1 both closes the circle and is the stem of the TBE (based on homology to hTR) (Fig. 9C) (24, 46) .
We used the position of the Tetrahymena pseudoknot, template, TBE, and the general location of the TR on TERT in the cryoEM structure of Tetrahymena telomerase to model the medaka t/PK on a homology model of medaka TERT (Fig. 9 C and  D) . In Tetrahymena, the bottom of S2 and the flanking singlestranded residues of the TBE wrap on either side of the TRBD, serving as an anchor to prevent the use of nontemplate nucleotides for replication (47) . In the medaka model, the bottom of P1 and flanking single strands of the TBE are positioned similarly. The 3′ single strand (nucleotides 7-14) of the TBE contacts the TFLY motif of TRBD, as proposed for the teleost fish Takifugu rubripes (48) . In the medaka model the position of the minimal P2b-P3 pseudoknot is slightly different from the Tetrahymena pseudoknot because of the short linker between P1 and the pseudoknot. However, both are near the TRBD-CTE interface. In Tetrahymena TR, the nucleotides between the TBE and pseudoknot include two single-stranded regions connected by stem S1, whereas in mdTR the TBE is connected directly to the (larger) pseudoknot. In medaka, P1 both closes the t/PK circle and participates in template boundary definition (24, 46) , whereas in Tetrahymena S2 participates in template boundary definition and S1 closes the t/PK circle. hTR circular permutation experiments show that breaking the t/PK circle in the P1b (equivalent to medaka P1) region inhibits or abolishes telomerase activity (49) , indicating the importance of P1 for closing the t/PK circle. In Tetrahymena, nucleotides between the 3′ end of the template and the pseudoknot are single stranded. This region is called the "template recognition element," which is proposed to position the 3′ end of the template in the active site (50) and to interact with TERT TEN domain (51) . In medaka, there is a shorter region of single-strand nucleotides adjacent to the template which connects to P2ab. The large bend between P2a and P2b induced by the J2a/b bulge allows the TR to fold around TERT, with the nucleotides of the J2a/b bulge facing away from TERT. The model explains why mutations on P2ab that decrease or abolish the bend decrease activity and why it is the bend, not the exact sequence, that is important. The outward-facing position of the bulge nucleotides is consistent with the low sequence conservation of the J2a/b bulge and the proposal that J2a/b flexibility is important for activity (31) . The TERT-t/PK model was made using the bend angle found in the NMR structure of P2ab, but it is possible that this bend may be different in the complex with TERT. Fig. 9 . Models of medaka and human TERT-t/PK. Secondary structure of the t/PK (A, C, and E) and structural models of TERT-t/PK (B, D, and F) of Tetrahymena (A and B), medaka (C and D), and human (E and F). The structural model of Tetrahymena t/PK is based on the cryoEM structure. The color scheme for TR is same as in Fig. 1 . TEN is cyan, TRBD is blue, RT is purple, and CTE is light blue. The TLFY motif within TRBD is red.
Summary and Comparison with Human Telomerase. Telomerase RNA in general, and the t/PK in particular, contains structured subdomains and single-stranded regions that assemble with TERT to form an active TERT-TR complex. We find that mdPK has the same tertiary interactions as hPK but has a longer P3 that lacks a bulge base and has an additional J2b/3-P3 G-G-C triple. mdP2ab, predicted to have a 6-nt internal loop, has a 5-nt internal loop with a bend angle and dynamics similar to those in hP2ab. Medaka was not predicted to have a P2a.1 extension, but we find that the 5′ end of what was predicted to be J2a/3 forms an mdP2a.1 hairpin that stacks on mdP2ab. By separately determining models or structures of the vertebrate PK, P2ab, and P2a.1 hairpin and combining them computationally, we were able to generate a model of the mdFL-PK and compare it with the previously determined model of hFL-PK (Fig. 8) (31) . The 9-Å cryoEM structure of Tetrahymena telomerase provided clear evidence that the pseudoknot is fully folded in the complex with TERT (32) , in contrast to a pseudoknot-hairpin equilibrium for the free RNA, as observed by NMR studies of human and medaka PK and FRET studies of hFL-PK (28, 39, 43) . Using the positions of the pseudoknot, TBE, and template from the Tetrahymena telomerase cryoEM model structure (32), we were able to model the medaka t/PK on TERT. This information also allowed us to refine previous models of the human TERT-t/PK structure (31). We generated a human telomerase TERT-t/PK model structure using the previously determined model of hFL-PK (31) and a homology model of human TERT ( Fig. 9 E and  F) . The human TERT-t/PK model is very similar to medaka TERT-t/PK, with identical locations of P1, the P2b-P3 pseudoknot, and the P2a.1 extension. As in medaka, the hP2ab subdomain appears to provide a flexible bend to allow the t/PK to encircle the TERT ring. The human and medaka FL-PKs are much larger than that in Tetrahymena, and the position of the minimal pseudoknot in the models is slightly different among the three. In hTR, P2a.1 is an extension of P2a, and in medaka the putative P2a.1 hairpin is formed by J2a/3 loop residues. In both models the P2a.1 is close to or is in contact with the TEN domain, as suggested for human telomerase (12, 52) . In addition, in the model human TBE (P1 and its flanking single strands) is positioned in the groove formed by the T-CP motif of the TRBD so that the TBE can contact the TFLY motif of the TRBD directly (48). Although not modeled, the J2a/3 loop is proposed here to wrap around human P2b-P2a-P2a.1 and to have no specific interaction with TERT, consistent with studies that show that deletions and mutations of the J2a/3 loop (except for the CAAA at the 3′ end) have no detectable effect on telomerase activity (26) . Comparisons among these models suggest that the architecture and a set of TERT interactions for the vertebrate t/PK domain are conserved from teleost fish to human. Moreover, our human TERT-t/PK model offers a starting point for further investigations into the structure and function of the human telomerase.
Materials and Methods
NMR Sample Preparation and Spectroscopy. All RNAs were prepared by in vitro transcription using T7 RNA polymerase (P266L mutant) with synthetic DNA templates (53) . NMR experiments were carried out on Bruker DRX 500-and 600-and Avance 800-MHz spectrometers equipped with HCN cryogenic probes. All NMR samples were ∼1 mM in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.3, 100 mM KCl, except for mdP2ab which was at pH 6.4. For secondary structure determination, the exchangeable-proton NOESY spectra were recorded using 90% H 2 O/10% D 2 O samples at 283 K, and nonexchangeable proton NOESY spectra were recorded on 100% D 2 O samples at 298 K. For structure determination of mdP2ab, the assignments for all nonexchangeable protons were achieved from analysis of 2D NOESY, 1 H- 13 C HSQC, TOCSY, HCCH-COSY, and 3D HCCH-TOCSY of base-specifically 13 C, 15 N-labeled RNA samples (54) . A suite of 2D-filtered/edited proton NOESY (F2f, F1fF2e, F1fF2f, and F1eF2e) experiments on base-specifically 13 C, 15 N-labeled RNAs was used to resolve ambiguous assignments in overlapped regions and to obtain NOE restraints, as previously described (55) . For structure refinement and characterization of interhelical dynamics of mdP2ab, RDCs were obtained on uniformly 13 C, 15 N-labeled samples in the absence and presence of ∼15 mg/mL Pf1 phage (ASLA Biotech) at 298 K on the 800-MHz spectrometer. Detailed descriptions of sample preparation, NMR experiments, and assignment methodology are given in SI Materials and Methods.
Structure Calculations. The structure of mdP2ab was calculated from an extended unfolded RNA using 802 NOEs and 459 dihedral angle restraints following standard Xplor protocols as described previously (31) but modified to use the updated NIH-Xplor 2.42 (56) . The 200 lowest-energy structures were further refined with 95 RDCs. To account for different degrees of alignment resulting from interhelical motions, the values for the magnitude (D a ) and asymmetry (R) of the alignment tensor for each stem (P2a and P2b) of mdP2ab were first evaluated by analyzing their RDCs using the RAMAH program (57) , with the lowest-energy NOE-refined solution structure used as input coordinates. The residues at the end of helices (37, (43) (44) (45) (46) , and 91) or determined to be flexible from relaxation experiments (Fig. S4) were excluded from the order tensor analysis. The optimal values for the magnitude and asymmetry of the alignment tensor are D a = −18.2 Hz and −27.6 Hz and R = 0.15 and 0.26, for P2a and P2b, respectively. The 20 lowest-energy structures from the final refinement are reported. Restraints and structural statistics are summarized in Table S1 . Structures were viewed and analyzed with MOLMOL (58) and PyMOL (PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, version 1.7; Schrödinger).
Model Structure of TERT-t/PK. A model structure of mdPK was created based on the solution NMR structure of hPKΔU (PDB ID code 2K96) by substitution. A model structure of the mdP2a1 hairpin was calculated using the SWM method (44) and was incorporated into the Rosetta codebase written in C++. A description of the SWM application and detailed command-line examples are provided in SI Materials and Methods. The lowest-energy WT hairpin structure was used for the mdP2a1a and mdFL-PK modeling. The stem of mdP2a was generated as an A-form helix by the online server RNAComposer (59). mdP2a1 and mdP2a were assembled together by PyMOL, and the 5′ end of the J2a/3 loop was placed and optimized on the major groove of mdP2a using Coot. A model structure of mdFL-PK was generated by PyMOL and Coot by linking three subdomains (mdP2ab, mdPK, and mdP2a1a) using overlapping nucleotides. For Medaka TERT, the medaka RT and CTE domains were modeled using the online server SWISS-MODEL (60) based on the crystal structure of Tribolium TERT in complex with an RNA-DNA hybrid helix (PDB ID code 3KYL). The TEN domain was modeled using the online server HHpred (61) based on the Tetrahymena TEN crystal structure (PDB ID code 2B2A). The medaka TRBD model is a combination of a crystal structure of medaka TRBD lacking the TFLY motif (PDB ID code 4O26) and a homology model of the TFLY motif from the Takifugu TRBD crystal structure (PDB ID code 4LMO) generated by the Swiss-MODEL server (60) . A model structure of medaka t/PK in complex with TERT was generated based on its position in the Tetrahymena cryoEM holoenzyme model structure (32) and was placed using Chimera. A model of human TERT-t/PK was generated similarly; detailed procedures of the modeling are described in SI Materials and Methods.
In Vitro Reconstitution of Telomerase and Direct Telomerase Activity Assays. TERT and TR (WT and mutant) were reconstituted in RRL using the TNT quickcoupled transcription/translation system (Promega), and direct telomerase activity assays were performed as previously described (35) . The relative activity was determined by measuring the total intensity of extended telomere primers after background correction and normalizing against the recovery control (33) . The activity with WT mdTR was set to be 100. Each activity assay was repeated a minimum of two times.
